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SYSPRO Mobile

SYSPRO Mobile allows warehouse staff to quickly and accurately process SYSPRO transactions in real-time 
on a wireless handheld device. Inventory transactions such as sales order picking, purchase order receipts, 
job receipts, inventory counts and more can be performed at the point of work, which increases speed and 
efficiency. Entered data is validated in real-time, which combined with barcoding reduces errors and ensures 
that inventory is kept accurate. Queries and management KPI’s are also available.

SYSPRO Mobile extends SYSPRO ERP’s familiar business logic and security settings to simple and easy to use 
screens on handheld devices. Minimal training is required.

SYSPRO Mobile is device-independent and runs on a wide range of Windows Mobile handheld devices.
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The Benefits of SYSPRO Mobile
< Increased speed vs. manual paper-based  
 processes
< Increased inventory accuracy
< Transactions posted in real-time
< Entered data is validated in real-time before  
 posting
< Operators can post transactions at the point of  
 work
< Extends SYSPRO ERP’s business logic and security  
 settings to handheld device via SYSPRO’s e.net  
 architecture (e.net licensing not required)
< Simple and easy to use, minimal training required
< Multi-location capability, remote locations can  
 connect over internet via web service
< Device-independent, runs on a wide range of  
 Windows Mobile handheld devices

SYSPRO Mobile Modules
Queries Module
< Executive View: view management KPIs from  
 various modules.
< Customer Query: view customer information  
 including contact details, credit status, invoices.
< Stock Query: view stock code information including  
 on-hand, allocated, movements
< Job Query: view WIP job information including  
 material allocations, start/delivery dates.
< Purchase Order Query: view purchase order  
 information including detail lines, supplier details.

Sales Order Picking Module
<  Quickly enter actual picked quantities against a  
 sales order.  Barcode scanning and stock code  
 validation ensure the correct items are shipped.

Purchase Order Receiving Module 
<  Simple and fast purchase order receipts.

Inventory Movements Module
<  Miscellaneous Stock Issues and Receipts: post  
 issues and receipts at the point of work.
< Bin Transfers: post bin transfers in real-time when  
 items are moved.
< Warehouse Transfers: transfer inventory accurately  
 across warehouses.

< Stock Adjustments and Physical Count: post  
 adjustments and physical counts in real-time at the  
 point of work.
< Backflushing: automatically receive parent items  
 into inventory and issue labor and materials.

Shop Floor Module
< Job Issues: issue stock to WIP jobs quickly and  
 accurately at the point of work.
< Job Receipts: receive jobs into inventory in real- 
 time at the point of work.
< Labor Posting: post labor hours and scrap quantities  
 to a job in real-time at the point of work.

Stock Take Module
< Stock Take Capture: capture counted items in real- 
 time as they are counted in the warehouse.

Audit Trails and Reporting
< Picking and Shipping reports included; editable in  
 Crystal.
< Picking Query in SYSPRO

Integration with SYSPRO
< Uses SYSPRO’s business logic and security settings  
 (via SYSPRO’s e.net architecture).
< Purchasing e.net Solutions is not required due to  
 embedded e.net license.
< Validates data and posts transactions in real time.


